Preliminary Research Report on Canon 580EX II Flash Failures
By Jim Clark & Tim Ambrose, Research and Development
LPA Design
Background:
Since the launch of its PocketWizard MiniTT1 and FlexTT5 models in early 2009, LPA Design (A.K.A.
PocketWizard) has been receiving periodic calls and reports from customers who are using their Canon
580EX II flashes with the PocketWizard ControlTL radios and expressing concern that perhaps their flash
may have been damaged by using a PocketWizard radio trigger with it.
As of the time of this report (Jan, 2011), there are about 120‐140 PocketWizard customers who have
reported having one or more 580EX II flashes damaged with common symptoms over the past 18+
months.
If the failure mode was related to our product, this would work out to less than 0.5% of our
MiniTT1/FlexTT5 radio units which were connected to a flash that failed and less than 1% of the 580EX II
flashes that were connected were damaged.
LPA Design has conducted a serious in‐depth investigation for several months as we continue to collect
data and evidence of the specifics of the failure mode. In addition we have just started the outside
research assistance of analytical chemistry professor Giuseppe Petrucci at the University of Vermont.
Research:
The symptom of the failure is that the 580EX II will no longer output controlled amounts of light. It will
only output full power dumps. This full power dump will happen even on a pre‐flash, therefore leaving
no stored energy within the capacitor left for a main flash exposure.
The testing quickly revealed that an IGBT (transistor) within the flash is damaged. This part is made by
Renesas (part # RJP4301).
The IGBT is used to turn off the flow of current through the flash tube when the desired amount of light
has been reached. This IGBT is also used to control (modulate) the brightness of the light when in HSS
(High Speed Sync) with the help of a fiber optic cable feeding a light sensor within the main body.
Although LPA Design has been able to identify the symptom of the problem, LPA Design has not been
able to trace the cause of the problem to our PocketWizard products and we have no knowledge of the
incidence rates of this problem arising independently without PocketWizard, i.e. some number of 580EX
II flashes likely fail without PocketWizard ControlTL radios interacting with them. We received reports
of this IGBT failure in all spectrums of use. It spans multiple different Canon camera models, below X‐
Sync and above in HSS (more often in HSS), TTL or manual modes and on any version of firmware that
the PocketWizard MiniTT1 and FlexTT5 have had in public release. Even brand new flashes could fail.
We have ruled out heat buildup as a cause since several have failed within the first dozen shots after
being pulled out of the camera bag. This is all based on verbal descriptions from customers.
It also has failed as many times with a PocketWizard AC5 RF Soft Shield as it has failed without using the
AC5. So there appears to be no change in occurrence when using the AC5 or AC7.

We purch
hased many of the failed flashes from end users so w
we could takee them apart aand study thee
other com
mmon elemen
nts between the
t units thatt failed.

Most sign
nificant obserrvations:
One comm
mon theme was
w that ALL failed
f
flash un
nits have had the IGBT dam
maged and neeeded
replacement.
The secon
nd common theme was that ALL failed units have vissible signs of electrical arccing / electricaal
discharge from one or more ends of the flash tube to the mettal reflector.
Repaired units that havve only the IG
GBT replaced will frequenttly fail again w
within relativeely short timee
w
used directly on a Canon camera without
w
a PoccketWizard raadio involved.
periods when
So it became clear thatt the IGBT waasn’t the onlyy failure compponent within
n the system.
Eventuallyy we found th
hat the flash head
h
(tube/re
eflector) was also bad and
d showed visib
ble signs of assh
and soot buildup
b
aroun
nd the ends of
o the flash tu
ube. Sparks aand electrical arcing were aapparently taaking
place.
Replacem
ment of the flaash heads solvved the failurre problems aand the flashees could no lo
onger be mad
de to
fail with or
o without a PocketWizard
P
d radio.
Below are
e examples off the 580EX II flash heads that
t
were cauusing IGBT faiilures to repeeat –

Figure 1: Flash tube en
nd showing black soot beh
hind tube on rrubber moun
nt. Also show
ws possible
oxidizatio
on of metal re
eflector near rubber
r
end se
eal.

Figure 2: Flash tube en
nd with trigge
er ring showin
ng black soot behind tube on rubber m
mount. Also sh
hows
possible oxidization
o
of metal reflecttor near rubb
ber end seal.

Figure 3: In more seve
ere cases the flash tube glaass is charredd in a ring around where th
he metal refleector
housing iss near the tub
be.

Figure 4: Another exam
mple of soot and electrical damage at eend of flash tube.

Figure 5: Example
E
of damage from reflector
r
to trrigger ring aftter electrical arcing

Electrical Analysis of Failure
F
Mode:
We captured failure evvents as well as good workking units to vverify the pro
oblem using an oscilloscop
pe.
For refere
ence, IGBT current is sense
ed by measurring voltage a cross a 0.01 o
ohm 1% resistor in line witth
the IGBT emitter
e
lead.

Below is an
a example off a failure we
e have capture
ed –

Figure 6: In the middle
e of a High Sp
peed Sync pulse train, the IGBT fails and
d shorts Colleector to Emittter.

Figure 7: Close up view
w of IGBT elecctrical signalss. Note that the IGBT gatee was turningg off when thee
mped to the re
eflector and then into the collector of t he IGBT.
spark jum

Making th
he flash more
e prone to faiilure:
In many cases
c
(but nott all) we are seeing that the fiber optic ccable has eith
her pulled back some from
m the
front edge
e of the housing or it has a kink / pinch in the fiber l ine which migght be causin
ng some reduction
in feedback to the senssor.
We are se
eeing that thiss fiber optic cable
c
can makke the flash m
more sensitivee to having a spark arc from
the negattive flash tube
e cathode ove
er to the triggger ring of thee tube.

GBT emitter caused by arciing to reflecto
or or trigger rring.
Figure 8: Short current spikes on IG
Note: Top
p trace is the control
c
line going
g
to the trrigger coil drivver circuit.

Figure 9: Same as Figu
ure 8 (zoomed
d in) Short current spikes oon IGBT emittter caused byy arcing.
Note thatt the arc pulse
e to the trigge
er ring in this case propagaates backwarrds through th
he trigger coil
circuits. (H
Happens after arc not befo
ore which ind
dicates that thhe control siggnal did not caause the arcin
ng.)
In theory this figure 9 shows
s
that th
he flashes electrical controol circuits did not cause the trigger coil to
fire at the
e moment thaat is circled ab
bove. This alsso indicates tthat it’s not a CPU firmwarre driven even
nt
that cause
ed the arcing.
To further confirm that this is in facct arcing to th
he trigger ringg, we placed a 47K ohm resistor in seriees
with the trigger
t
ring an
nd saw a significant reducttion in currennt ringing on tthe circled evvent above ass well
as eliminaation of the circled pulse on
o the driver circuit
c
line (toop trace).

Figure 10: Typical tracce showing a pre‐flash
p
(wh
hile using a PoocketWizard M
MiniTT1 / FlexTT5) to triggger
X II on a good
d working flassh that does not
n damage IG
GBTs.
the 580 EX
Note thatt the current profile
p
does not
n have any spikes in the middle of thee IGBT ON peeriods.
This flash has a good positioning
p
of the fiber opttic and no signns of kinks orr bends in thee fiber.

Flash Tub
be Alignment::
Another significant
s
obsservation is th
hat flashes th
hat have the fflash tube aliggned with thee trigger ring
extendingg into the reflector are more prone to fail again.
One theory is that this tube trigger ring positioning (top imagge) makes thee spark gap diistances to th
he
metal refllector the sho
ortest therebyy enabling arccing to happeen much easieer.
Manually moving the flash
f
tube sho
own on botto
om image to tthe right such
h that the spark gap was
shortened
d did increase
e the rate at which
w
arcing occurred.
o
(H owever it did
d not cause th
he IGBT to fail)
We have found
f
that we cannot get the IGBT to fail if the fron t glass cover is not in place.

Figure 11: NOTE: the sealed
s
glass covers
c
are rem
moved from tthe head asseemblies for eaasier viewing of
t
the flash tube.

Ozone fro
om UV and Electrical fieldss:
Ozone is generated
g
by using UV ligh
ht, high voltagges (10‐20KV
V) or an electrric spark (coro
ona).
(source Wikipedia)
W

In a sealed container (ssuch as sealed flash head) ozone can buuild up to dan
ngerous levells and reducee the
electrical breakdown voltage
v
of air such that arccing (electricaal discharge) ccan happen m
much easier at
shorter diistances.
Ozone can
n be generate
ed in the pressence of UV from flash tubbes. However it’s far moree likely to be
generated
d in the prese
ence of rapid repeated electrical dischaarge. Pulsed h
high voltage eelectrical charge
separated
d by a glass tu
ube is how commercial / in
ndustrial ozonne generatorss work.
High Spee
ed Sync mode
e (HSS) of the 580EX II generates a lot oof repeating p
pulses of electtrical arc /
discharge in a head thaat has a misalligned tube along with impproper feedback from the fiber optic caable.
In theory this generate
es higher and higher levelss of ozone thaat can’t escap
pe the head assembly.
The head assembly on the 580EXII has
h a glass co
over over the front and a rubberized seal on both en
nds
that hold the flash tube in place. Th
he ozone has nowhere to ggo.
LPA Desiggn theorized that
t
ozone bu
uild up in the flash head is causing the ffailure eventss that ultimately
damage the IGBT.

To further test this the
eory, we remo
oved the glass front cover from a flash head assemb
bly that typicaally
did cause IGBTs to fail.. With the glaass cover rem
moved, we cann’t get the IGBT to fail.
So in theo
ory the best way
w to help prrevent ozone build up is too ventilate the head assem
mbly.
With thesse theories in mind, LPA De
esign rented an Ozone Gass Analyzer fro
om Ozone Solutions.
(Model # 106‐M) The model 106‐M
M reads Ozone
e as low as 100ppb (10 partts per billion).
Pictures of
o the test settup are on the
e following paage (Figs 12, 13).

Figure 12: This 580EX II had the glasss cover remo
oved from thee internal flassh head assem
mbly so that
mpled via the
e front of the housing throough the plasttic Fresnel len
ns.
Ozone gass could be sam

Figure 13: Ozone Solutions Gas anaalyzer model 106‐M

Ozone Analysis of th
he 580EX II Flash:
F
Our first test
t was to co
onfirm we cou
uld detect Ozone. To do thhis we removeed the glass ccover plate th
hat
seals the flash
f
tube head assembly inside the flash head. Wee then set thee camera thatt was connectted to
the flash via
v an OC‐E3 cable to fire at
a 1 second in
ntervals for a bout 40 seco
onds.
We confirrmed that Ozo
one was startting to be dettected. The O
Ozone analyzeer samples air at a rate of
700ml per minute. In order
o
to enab
ble air to be drawn
d
from thhe flash head
d, we had to d
drill a tiny air vent
hole in the far back of the flash head near the pivot/hinge.
m
the 58
80EX II flash to
o be off the camera
c
runninng via its own
n optical triggger input. Wee set
Next we moved
the flash to
t fire specifically 80 pops at 1.5 second
d intervals att maximum po
ower at 1/8000th shutter sspeed
(HSS mode). A Canon CP‐E4 batteryy pack had to
o be used to eenable firing tthis fast.
The Ozone analyzer haas a voltage output port th
hat was conneected to an osscilloscope to
o show the bu
uild‐
up of ozone vs. time. The
T Ozone an
nalyzer takes samples of aiir every 10 seeconds and ou
utputs a new
reading affter averagingg for each 10 second perio
od.

Figure 14:

As can be seen in the scope
s
traces shown
s
in Figu
ure 14, the Caanon native syystem using ttheir own opttical
triggeringg has a much faster
f
buildup
p of Ozone inside the flashh head than w
when the PocketWizard FleexTT5
is used as the trigger. This lower rate of ozone buildup
b
is likeely related to the much mo
ore energy
H timing control system used by the PocketWizard
P
d ControlTL syystem.
efficient HSS
Shown be
elow (fig 15) are
a the two ligght pulse outtputs as meassured by a Thor Labs DET36A light sensor.

f
580EX III when fired vvia Canon’s native optical
Figure 15: Showing full power HSS light output from
control syystem. The re
ed trace show
ws the shorterr firing time bbut brighter m
maximum outtput that is
possible when
w
using th
he PocketWizard FlexTT5 as
a the triggeriing system.

Since the light output when
w
using th
he PocketWizzard radio waas brighter bu
ut half the durration, the to
otal
energy that was delive
ered by the flaash tube was the same butt the resulting ozone build
dup inside thee
flash head
d was half as much when using
u
the PocketWizard FleexTT5.
Our theorretical conclusion is that th
he rapid firingg of the 10KV
V trigger circuit repeatedly inside the 58
80EX
II is what causes most of the ozone buildup and not the brighhtness of the light output.
To further confirm thiss, we also fire
ed a long serie
es of non‐HSSS full power liight pulses fo
or comparison
n.
(see Figurre 16 on follow
wing page)

nc) the ozone
Figure 16: When firingg the flash usiing only a fulll power dumpp in non‐HSS (below X‐Syn
buildup was
w nearly zerro. However when we trie
ed to duplicatte the exact saame pulse du
uration and
brightness of Canon’s native optically triggered HSS
H (1/8000thh) the ozone b
buildup was m
much greaterr.

Test mode
e in FlexTT5 firmware
f
5.21
12 (never a pu
ublic release)) was to test o
our theory that duplicatingg
Canon’s native
n
pulse duration and brightness
b
of their optical ETTL system might be lesss prone to having
the IGBT fail.
f
We had thought that perhaps the brighter lightt output capaability of the P
PocketWizard
d
system might have increased the ch
hances of a faailure event.
However the tests did not have that outcome. We
W found thaat the 10KV ellectrical pulsees from the trrigger
ring aroun
nd the flash tube were like
ely the more significant
s
ca use of the ozzone formatio
on and not the UV
light emitted by the flaash since a lon
nger duration
n HSS pulse h as many morre firings of th
he trigger ringg. A
full power non‐HSS flash pulse is farr brighter and
d yet generattes nearly zero ozone. This full power n
non‐
HSS pulse
e has only a single firing of the trigger ring on the flassh tube at thee beginning o
of the light ou
utput.
We are prreparing to ru
un tests at the
e University of
o Vermont (U
UVM) in the ccoming weekss to find out h
how
much the ozone will ch
hange the ele
ectrical breakd
down of air s uch that an eelectrical sparrk will jump frrom
trigger rin
ng to the refle
ector metal housing. Chem
mistry professsor Giuseppee Petrucci of U
UVM is a
researche
er in the field of ozone and
d will be assistting us to furtther our reseearch and theories.

Preflash Boost:
PocketWizard introduced back in April of 2009 a firmware feature that enables a brighter preflash to be
selected by the user. The default was to have the brighter preflash enabled.
In September of 2010 as part of our on‐going research into this IGBT failure problem in 580EX II flashes,
we tried a test where we changed the default of the preflash to be disabled.
After 5 months of collecting data since defaulting to preflash boost OFF, we have found there was no
change in reported failure rate since. In fact, the preflash boost was confirmed to be disabled in most of
our recent reports.
Our current conclusion so far is that the Preflash Boost feature is not related to the 580EXII’s IGBT
failure.

An important thing to note is that Canon’s preflash is a short form of HSS. It is just a 400us long HSS
pulse. So a preflash can generate a quantity of the high voltage pulses similar to the HSS main flash
mode. So even if a user is shooting at or below X‐Sync with non‐HSS exposures, the preflash may still
be generating ozone.
Further tests will be needed to determine if preflashes alone could generate enough ozone to cause the
failure even if we disable any main exposure light output.

Other testing:
We conducted many experiments around heat, static, and other factors.
Using an ESD generator, we discharged 11,000 – 20,000 volts into many places on a 580EX II both alone
and mounted on a FlexTT5 with and without the AC5. No issues were noted. The 580EX II and FlexTT5
are both CE marked products which means they must be able to handle a certain level of ESD to qualify
for sale in European countries.
Heat tests over long periods, “torture tests” of hundreds of triggers in various configurations, and
electrical short tests on the shoe pins were conducted.
None of these tests yielded any repeatable failure modes or conclusive data around IGBT failure.

The 430EXII do
oes not damaage IGBTs.

As part off the research
h efforts we also
a wanted to
o review a few
w other flash
hes and look aat how they w
were
designed. The newest 430EX II flash
h from Canon
n is one that iis working exttremely well and reliable ffor
W
we have
e had a single
e failure report, the flash w
was not sent tto us and we could not confirm
people. While
the failure
e was actuallyy related to an IGBT or if itt had any relaation to ozonee. Since this one failure
occurred right after iniitial purchase
e, it may have
e been a manuufacturing deefect.
The Canon 430EX II Fla
ash Head Asssembly:

Figure 17: The 430EX II has 3 times more air gap space betweeen the triggeer ring wire an
nd the metal
t
used in the
t 580EX II. Additionally,, a cutout wa s added direcctly below thee flash tube
reflector than
theoreticaally for extra venting and clearance
c
from
m electrical aarcing.
The rubbe
er end seal & mount used on the 580EX
X II is eliminatted on the 4330EX II.

Figure 18: The 430EX II does not usse a sealed en
nd cap to holdd the flash tube in position
n like the 580
0EX II
flash usess.
The 430EX
X II was desiggned and startted shipping before PockeetWizard ConttrolTL produccts existed.
It has become LPA Dessign’s theory that
t
design problems withh the 580EX II were realizeed and needed
d
improvem
ment of the de
esign on these elements to
o prevent faillures of a sim
milar nature on
n future flash
h
models.
The older Canon 580EX
X flash does have
h
a head design
d
that is somewhat siimilar to the 5
580EX II, exceept
that the flash tube is held in positio
on directly by a printed circcuit board and has no wayy for the flash
h tube
to get acccidentally aligned in the wrrong position by hand asseembly workers at a factoryy. Also, the
optical fee
edback senso
or in the 580EEX is very diffe
erent and maay be less suscceptible to haand assemblyy
problems.

Conclusions: (The Perfect Storm)
It appears that some combination of elements comes together to create the risk and increased
probability of an IGBT failure within the 580EX II.
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Sealed flash tube assembly (internal zoom carriage assembly)
Misalignment of the flash tube within the reflector such that arcing is more probable
Reduced optical feedback via the fiber optic sense cable in the flash head
Dryer air where ozone can be generated more easily
Electrical discharge through the reflector at a moment when the IGBT is turned off

By reviewing heavily used 430EXII flashes (Canon’s newest) and seeing no signs at all of arcing within the
reflector or on the flash tube, we have theorized that possible 580EX II design issues were corrected by
identifying the same problems discussed in this document and changing the design to minimize the
potential for damage on the newer 430EX II flash.
PocketWizard markets and encourages people to get out and use high speed sync (HSS). We make it
easier than ever before for larger numbers of flashes to be used in these modes since our system does
not have limitations in bright sunlight conditions compared to optically triggered Canon flashes.
We believe that HSS flash mode is more prone to have failure but is not a requirement of failure to
happen. Some combination of TTL Preflash and or HSS main flash seems to be required.
Our ControlTL firmware controls the brightness in for a 580EX II in HSS mode to no more than what is
permitted by the Canon 40D, 50D, 7D series cameras which have the shortest HSS pulse durations (when
flash is on top of the camera) and therefore have the highest native permitted power request levels.
These cameras have the shortest blade travel times for their shutters.
Our Pre‐flash boost mode does not increase the chances of a failure since equal numbers of people have
had a failure with it disabled as have had it enabled. Our AC5 and AC7 shielding products were not even
used in about 50% of the reported failures and did not even exist when first reports of failures started.
So while PocketWizard products do not appear to cause the failure, through aggressive marketing of
remote HSS features of Canon’s flashes we may be accidentally contributing to the rate in which failures
happen.
Research will continue in trying to find solutions (if any) to reducing the risk of failures on the 580EX II.

